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The 25th Ship for World Youth Program  

OOvveerrvviieeww  ooff  tthhee  PPrrooggrraamm  

The structure of the 25th Ship for World Youth program has 
substantially changed due to the budget restriction. The length of the 
activities on board was 19 days making three stops around Japan. 
International Youth Exchange Organization of Japan (IYEO) helped 
organize the activities of the three ports of call. At every port, local 
youth came to join the program. 
 

Following the activities on board, the Japanese participants were 
divided into their Course Discussion groups and flew to overseas for 8 
days activities including theme-related institutional visit, cultural 
experiences and homestay or home visit. The activities for the 
Japanese Mission Abroad were planned by or supported by the 
SWYAA of the respective countries. 

 

PPoorrttss  ooff  CCaallll  iinn  JJaappaann  

In Naha (Okinawa Prefecture), the participants learned about its 
unique historical background and culture. In Kobe (Hyogo Prefecture), 
the participants witnessed how the city reconstructed after the Hanshin 
Awaji Great Earthquake hit the area in 1995. In Ofunato and 
Rikuzentakata Cities (Iwate Prefecture), the participants visited areas 

affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake that happened only two 
years ago and interacted with local people. With all of these activities, 
they started thinking about how they can contribute to their societies 
after they returned home. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cross-Cultural Understanding Course: Turkey 

Gul Eksi & Didem Tari 
SWY25 Turkey Program Coordinator and Sub-Coordinator 

When IYEO informed us that Turkey will receive SWY25, we felt so 
proud and honored because the Japanese Government and IYEO 
believed that Turkish SWYAA could overcome this challenging task. 
Being aware of our responsibility to make it a successful program, we 
tried to consider every single detail during the preparations. We had a 
series of preparation meetings with the Ministry of Youth and Sports, 
the Japanese Embassy in Ankara, the Consulate in Istanbul, 
institutions to be visited and local municipalities, and among the 
alumni members. Some other essential topics discussed in the 
meetings were the courtesy call, institutional visits, program itinerary 
etc. SWYAA Turkey was to be in charge of the organization of the 
activities and the Ministry gave partial support. We prepared a booklet 
including all the information JPYs would need in Turkey. We 
arranged 24 families in Ankara and had an orientation program for the 
host families before the mission started which included a short 
introduction to Japanese culture and what was expected of them.  
 
In the program JPYs had 4 days in Ankara and 2 days in Istanbul. The 
program had the following activities: institutional visits, homestay, 
Turkish culture workshops, courtesy call to the Ministry of Youth and 
Sports and the Japanese Embassy in Ankara; and institutional visits 
and meeting the local youth in Istanbul. Upon their arrival JPYs had 
an orientation meeting followed by the exchange program. TPYs and 
JPYs exchanged their ideas about how the program contributed to 
their understanding of the other culture. They explained what they had 
known earlier and what they learned on board and how their ideas 
changed. Through homestay, JPYs learned more about Turkish 
culture, family life, daily traditions and especially food.  
 
During the first institutional visit to Ankara University, Ayse Nur 
Tekmen SWY4, who is currently the head of the Japanese Language 
and Literature Department at the university, gave a lecture about how 
Japanese language was taught in Turkey.  She also shared her 
experiences about Japan and the Japanese culture with JPYs.  

In the Turkish 
culture 
workshop JPYs 
enjoyed 
experiencing 
paper marbling, 
a traditional 
Turkish art.  
 
The courtesy call to the Minister of Youth and Sports was 
accompanied by the Japanese Ambassador. This visit was important to 
strengthen up the ties between two countries in political terms. The 
Ministry officials and the JPYs went to the Ambassador’s residence 
and the second courtesy call was held which was also a very 
successful event. The Embassy gave full support for the program and 
hosted the reception in Ankara in the Ambassador’s residence. 
 
In Istanbul JPYs met the local youth. The first institutional visit was to 
the Topkapi Palace, JPYs were accompanied by the local youth in the 
palace and in some other places. They spent a whole day together 
which was an unforgettable experience for them. JPYs had their 
second institutional visit to Bahçe ehir University. Asst. Professor Dr. 
Murat Dundar, who had finished his PhD at Kyoto University, gave a 
lecture about the activities organized between his university and the 
Japanese universities. The reception in Istanbul and farewell dinner 
was held at Bahçe ehir University. The Vice Council General of Japan 
in Istanbul also attended the reception. 
 
SWY25 Japanese mission was an incredible cross-cultural 
understanding experience which helped the participants open their 
minds to different cultures and ideas while getting rid of the prejudices 
about different people, religions and habits. The program built 
outstanding bridges between the countries to give them the possibility 
to work together, share experiences and strategies to improve the skills 
that young people have. 

       
Visit to Shuri Castle (Naha) Visit to Kobe Shimbun (Kobe) Visit to Taiheiyo Cement Cooperation (Ofunato)



Education Course: Bahrain 
Ahmed Seyadi 

President, SWYAAB 

We were thrilled when we learned that Bahrain was selected to be one 
of the five countries chosen to host a group of JPYs as part of SWY25 
program. Bahrain’s General Organization for Youth and Sports 
(GOYS) as well as the Japanese Embassy in Bahrain were as excited 
as we were, which provided support, and additional resources and 
means to host a more organized program. 
 
With the support of GOYS, a five-day program was planned for 
SWY25 JPYs which included many visits, interaction with youth, as 
well as recreational. The program allowed its participants to 
experience first-hand the culture, heritage, and value system that they 
came to learn about from their Bahraini friends during the program 
while focusing on the main program theme (Education). We had a 
great time and gained a lot in the process and would like to think that 
our new JPY friends had the same experience. Unfortunately time flew 
fast and the program came to an end, leaving us with a head-full of 
ideas that we wished we had incorporated in the program to share with 
JPYs and that will certainly be considered for future programs. 

It is worth mentioning that not far from the above, we also hosted the 
2012 SWYAA Global Assembly in Bahrain, which was attended by 
over 100 participants. So the past months were full of enthusiasm and 
excitement for us here in Bahrain. We learned a lot throughout both 
programs and we certainly are looking forward to enhance and repeat 
the experiences by reflecting the learned lessons in future events. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Environment and CSR Course: New Zealand 

Dana MacDiarmid 
Acting President, SWYNZ 

The Ship for World Youth New Zealand Alumni Association 
(SWYNZ) was very proud and excited to have been selected as one of 
five host countries for SWY25. We were privileged to host 23 
amazing young JPYs from Environment and Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) course discussion group, who came to learn 
about how the New Zealand business community are adopting CSR 
policies and protecting the environment. 
 
The participants had an action-packed schedule for their time in 
Aotearoa, New Zealand. In the capital city of Wellington, they were 
taken for a city tour by local ex-PYs, which included wandering the 
central city, visiting the beach, and cycling the waterfront on four-
person bikes. This was followed by a 
homestay experience with local 
families and alumni, where JPYs had 
many quintessential Kiwi 
experiences, such as attending a local 
football match, having a barbeque 
dinner, and, of course, seeing sheep! 
 
We also arranged a visit to Hongoeka marae (a traditional M ori tribal 
meeting place), where they learned about the indigenous M ori 
people. They heard about M ori culture and the people’s connection to 
the environment, received presentations from leading M ori 
academics on their perspectives on CSR, and discussed similarities 
with Japanese culture. Before a well-deserved half-day holiday, the 
delegation visited the local Japanese 
Embassy and toured the New Zealand 
parliament. They were also privileged to 
attend a welcome function at the 
Beehive, the executive wing of 
Parliament Buildings, and hear from the 
Honourable Nikki Kaye, Minister of 
Youth Affairs. 

 
While in the country, the delegation also visited local organizations at 
the forefront of social and environmental responsibility. In the capital, 
the delegation toured Meridian Energy’s wind turbine farm and award-
winning sustainable offices. And in Auckland the delegation visited 
Bayswater School to hear about their curriculum, which includes 
education on sustainability, and to have an exchange with 
environmentally-active local youth leaders. 
 
To conclude the week-long visit, SWYNZ organized a farewell dinner 
that was attended by NZ ex-PYs from many different programs. The 
JPYs and alumni played badminton and volleyball on the beach, swam 
in the ocean, and watched a fantastic performance by a local youth 
hip-hop crew. This was followed by an incredible meal (including 
delicious New Zealand ice-cream!) and a lot of hugs and fond 
farewells. 
 
Being a host country was an invigorating and challenging venture, and 
we are very grateful to the New Zealand Ministry of Youth 
Development and IYEO for their hard work and support throughout 
the process. We feel confident that we provided a great experience for 
the visiting JPYs and were thrilled at the engagement and support 
from local SWY alumni, as well as many other individuals and 
organizations. We had a great time hosting and would love to 
welcome more PYs and alumni to New Zealand anytime! 
 

 
 

 

Teacher at the 
Gifted Center 
explains about 
the projects 
done by the 
students. 

Participants visit 
the top public 
school in 
Bahrain, 
Khawla 
Secondary Girls 
School, and 
have some time 
for discussion 
with the 
teachers. 
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Information and Media Course: Mexico 
Alberto Negrete & Luciana Yonekawa 
SWY25 Mexico Program Coordinators 

It is hard to express in words how much being able to be part of 
SWY25, as a host country, was a most wonderful experience. We, 
representing the whole SWYAA Mexico, were able to live first hand 
some of the obstacles and most of the passion that the SWY program 
coordinators normally have in Japan or abroad when organizing every 
wonderful trip they have put together for the last 25 years. That 
experience gave us the opportunity to get a better glance at how 
important the hard work of the Japanese Government is, every single 
time the ship moves, carrying so many souls willing to learn and share 
their experiences. We are deeply thankful for being considered as a 
host country. We were able to realize how important it is to be 
conscious about the responsibility it takes to create a valuable 
experience for the most important asset that any country has, which 
are their young citizens; the future of their country. 
 
Thinking about that week in February, two memorable things come to 
our minds: the first one is the homestay activity. We are sure that it 
worked in a two-way road, touching both the hearts of the participants 
as it touched the host families’ souls. It also gave the opportunity to 
involve ex-PYs from several previous batches in the SWY25 
activities, providing them the chance to give back a little from their 
own memorable experiences. We are sure that today our countries are 
closer together as there has been born an invisible and unbreakable 
connection between Mexico and Japan. 
 
The second memorable thing was the last day of activities, when we 
were able to take the SWY25 participants to a small community 
outside Mexico City, a small town called Amatlan, with several 
problems and qualities. The participants were able to share with those 
people a small part of their time in a social activity. We deeply admire 
how Japanese people take special care regarding their social 
responsibility. Nevertheless, we Mexicans have a long way to learn 
about that, and having people willing to share part of their lives was 
for us an important step. I think people that live at that town and the 

participants were able to make an important connection as well. 
Probably the final result will be only showed deep inside the memories 
of all the people that were present at those special moments, but we do 
think that every heart and soul was moved by those worthy and 
unforgettable experiences. 
 
We will never find enough words to thank the Japanese Government 
for inviting Mexico to the SWY program for so many years. We are 
also very thankful for trusting us in coordinating this experience, for 
believing that the SWYAA Mexico was capable of organizing it 
through the support from CENTERYE and the Japanese Embassy in 
Mexico, and most importantly: by having the support of all the hard 
working people that believe deep in their heart that a better world can 
be possible, regardless of their language, ideals, life choices, 
orientations or the color of their skin.   
 
MUCHAS GRACIAS! From the bottom of our hearts! 

 

 

International Relations Course: Sri Lanka 
Bhagya Senaratne 

Reception Committee 
This year, Sri Lanka experienced a difference in hosting the 
participants of the 25th Ship for World Youth programme. Having to 
cater to just a Japanese audience, the SWYAA was in full swing 
embracing the spirit of the relations between Sri Lanka & Japan.  
 
During the week’s time the Japanese youth spent in Sri Lanka, we 
were able to present a glimpse of the Sri Lankan culture and way of 
life. From spending time with Sri Lankan families arranged by the 
National Youth Services Council of Sri Lanka (NYSC), to enjoying 
Sri Lankan cuisine and music at the Sri Lankan Night hosted by the 
SWYAA, to understanding the religions in the country, the 

participants of SWY25 
were able to understand 
the ‘Sri Lankan way of 
life.’  
 
Everything was not song 
and dance during this 

program in Sri Lanka. The participants had the opportunity to interact 
with students pursuing International Relations for their undergraduate 
course of study at the University of Colombo as well as have 
interactions at the Lakshman Kadirgamar Institute for International 
Relations and Strategic Studies, Sri Lanka’s think-tank in international 
relations. The institutional visit to JICA too was instrumental in 
fermenting the relations between the two countries, as it allowed the 
Japanese PYs to understand the development work carried out by the 
Government of Japan in Sri Lanka to foster peace and reconciliation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Honorable Minister Dallas Alahapperuma attends the farewell dinner 

PYs learn about Sri 
Lanka’s diplomatic 
policy and the country’s 
relationship with Japan at 
Lakshman Kadirgamar 
Institute for International 
Relations and Strategic 
Studies 



Global Leaders Development Program to the Future SWY Program 
Article from the Cabinet Office, Government of Japan 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Report of Ex-PY Conference 2013 
 
The Tokyo Conference for the Ex-Participating Youth of the Ship for 
World Youth Program (hereafter, Ex-PY Conference) was held from 
March 17-23, 2013 where 28 countries participated, namely: Australia, 
Bahrain, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Egypt, Fiji, 
Greece, India, Japan, Kenya, Mexico, New Zealand, Oman, Peru, 
Solomon, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Tanzania, Tonga, Turkey, U.A.E., 
UK, Venezuela, and Yemen. 
 
In this conference, it was agreed to establish “SWYAA International” 
as a full scale of international body by developing the SWYAA which 
was set up in 1995. Therefore, the existing SWYAA Charters was 
substantially-amended, and then the new Charter for SWYAA 
International was formed. On March 20, the “Presentation on the 
SWYAA Activities - Open Forum” was held at the National Olympics 
Memorial Youth Center. More than 130 participants including the 
ex-PYs and the general public attended this forum. Moreover, the 
representatives shared ideas for future post-program activities 
throughout the conferences. Ongoing projects such as “Homestay +1,” 
“SWYAA Web Radio,” will be continued and developed, and new 
projects such as “Branding SWYAA International” and “Twin Alumni 
Association Project” were proposed.  

 
 

  

Ongoing projects:
SWYAA Radio 
Proposed by SWYAA Greece, this is a 24-hour web-based radio 
program which aims to promote communication, intercultural 
understanding and participation of ex-PYs in social activities. It can 
also be used for information dissemination and recreational 
purposes, among others. Through the SWYAA Radio, any SWYAA 
member can broadcast useful information, SWYAA news, discuss 
thematic topics/issues, or have live chat with his/her peers after 
joining the SWY radio server. Ex-PYs from around the globe can be 
a DJ so the program can run 24 hours. Future plans include getting 
funding from other organizations. 
http://www.facebook.com/SWYradio 
 
Homestay + 1 
The project is conducted for the purpose of continuing the spirit of 
international friendship and collaboration through social 
contribution. By making available some information about the kind 
of voluntary activities available in each country on the web with the 
cooperation of the SWYAA, the participants who travel to other 
SWY countries will be able to see what they could be involved with 
beforehand. A “short time project” might include a volunteer project 
over one afternoon or a day such as planting tree, whereas a “long 
time project” might be on a month or longer.   
 
New projects: 
Branding of SWYAA International 
The body agreed to adopt one unified SWYAA International logo. 
Each SWYAA may continue to use their own logos, provided that 
the SWYAA International logo shall be used at all times for every 
project, activity, events, and in promotional products by the 
SWYAA. The selection of SWYAA logo shall be through an open 
logo competition.  
 
Twin Alumni Association Project 
The aim of the project is to establish an agreement between two 
Alumni Associations that brings to life joint projects where both 
AAs can participate or collaborate, so as to strengthen its ties and 
encourage them to keep performing social contribution activities. 

The Ship for World Youth Program (SWY) was launched in 1989, re-organizing the Japanese Youth Goodwill Cruise Program. Since then SWY 
proved its great result in developing youth with an international vision and nurturing friendly relations with countries around the world. The number 
of ex-Overseas-PYs exceeds 3,700 (approx. 2,900 Japanese PYs), and both networks of the International Youth Exchange Organization of Japan 
(IYEO) and other alumni associations beyond the borders, and the vigorous social contribution activities by ex-PYs have been our irreplaceable 
property. Since last year, Cabinet Office, Government of Japan, has taken various reviews and verifications on our comprehensive international 
youth exchange programs under the severe fiscal situation of Japan. In FY2013, we have decided to implement the new Global Leader Development 
Program (GLDP) with taking over the SWY spirit. Although the navigation dates of GLDP are 9 days, shorter than past SWY, our goal is big 
enough to develop Global Leaders with leadership, management and cross-cultural communication skills through the whole program including 
training and cultural exchanges in Japan and visits to foreign countries. As for the program from FY2014 and on, Cabinet Office took review 
sessions in June through external experts. The experts submitted a conclusion that the Government should review and develop SWY to nurture 
global human resources, utilizing SWY’s strengths. Deliberating based on the experts’ conclusion, we decided to request the budget to implement 
“Global Youth Leader Development Program -Ship for World Youth Leaders-” (abbr. SWY) in 2015. As its name indicates, the new SWY aims to 
develop youth leaders who can play an active role in the rapidly moving global world while sharing the bond of “SWY family” and “SWY spirit” 
which are the great result of SWY. After the training in Japan, the participating youths from Japan and around the world will visit two countries 
during over one month voyage. In the process of finalizing the entire national budget of Japan, the budget request by each ministries will not be 
approved automatically. A government draft budget will be decided in Dec. through a lengthy coordination after the request. Cabinet Office will 
make best efforts to realize a youth exchange program inheriting SWY to develop young generations for the future world as a peaceful contribution 
to the international society by Japan. 
We sincerely appreciate for your contribution in writing and sending your petition to support the continuation of SWY program. 
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Ship for World Youth Alumni Association International Charter 
 
Following is an excerpt of the SWYAA International Charter which shall come into effect on January 1, 2014. 
The complete Charter will be uploaded on the website after January 1, 2014. 
 
 

Preamble 
Each country has an association for alumni participating youth, 
founded for the purpose of continuing the spirit that was fostered 
through the SWY program. SWYAA International promotes and 
supports the spirit of leadership towards achieving cultural 
understanding, international cooperation and world peace developed 
during the SWY program. 
 

Chapter I: Missions, Goals, and Tasks 
Article 1 
Our common missions and goals are to: 

1. Maintain the network of the former participants of the SWY 
program; 

2. Sustain international friendship and strengthen cooperation 
among the member countries; 

3. Engage in activities that contribute to the home country and 
the international society; 

4. Support and develop leaders in the home country and member 
countries who will contribute to society; 

5. Strengthen ties with the local government in charge of youth 
affairs; 

6. Strengthen ties with the embassies of the member countries 
and especially the Japanese Embassy; and 

7. Strengthen ties with the Japanese community. 
 
Article 2 
Our common tasks are to: 

1. Organize activities, locally and internationally, which would 
lead to social contribution, volunteer initiatives, and 
development initiatives; 

2. Strengthen the network of members in the home country; 
3. Enhance information exchange among members in the home 

country and the SWYAA International member countries; 
4. Communicate with, and make periodic reports to, the 

   Japanese Embassy; 
5. Provide a means of communication for the former 

participating youth (ex-PYs) and present participating youth 
of the SWY program; 

6. Support future participants of the SWY program; and 
7. Keep and maintain up-to-date information of alumni  

members. 
 
 

Chapter II: General Rules 
Article 3 

1. The name of the organization shall be the Ship for World 
Youth Alumni Association International and its abbreviated 
name shall be the SWYAA International. 

2. The SWYAA International is a body that is formed by the 
recognized Ship for World Youth Alumni Associations 
(SWYAA). 

 
Article 4 
Fundamental principles of the SWYAA International shall be 
designated as follows: 

1. SWYAA International shall not be: 
a. Governmental; 
b. For profit; 
c. Political; and 
d. Religious. 

2. SWYAA International is based on the principle of general 
equality and rights. 

3. Every member country of the SWYAA International shall 
abide by the obligations stipulated in this Charter. 

 

Chapter III: Membership 
Article 5 
General guidelines for membership: 

1. Member countries of the SWYAA International must be those 
who have participated in the SWY program and have 
established a SWYAA in their home country. 

2. Each country is eligible to have only one formally recognized 
SWYAA (full or associate member) to the SWYAA 
International. 

3. The procedure for becoming a member is defined in 
“Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR)” provided 
separately (Annex A). 

4. The process of formal recognition, demotion, and removal 
shall be attained by a vote of the member countries. This 
process is detailed in the IRR. 

5. Member countries shall inform the Secretariat when there is a 
change of board members in the respective SWYAA. 

 
Article 6 
Full membership: 

1. SWYAA that are permitted to join the SWYAA International 
as a full member shall only be those who have formally 
established their SWYAA in accordance with the “SWYAA 
Guideline” provided separately (Annex B). 

2. Full members should be actively seeking to accomplish the 
missions and goals of the SWYAA International. 

3. Full members have the responsibility to register two 
representatives to the SWYAA International Representatives 
Network. 

4. Full members have the voting responsibility of one vote per 
country at the Voting Session for the SWYAA International 
Representatives (VSIR). 

5. Full members have the right to receive all official information 
related to the SWY program and the SWYAA International, 
which will be provided by the Secretariat. 

6. Full members have the right to host the SWYAA Global 
Assembly. 

7. Full members have the responsibility to submit an annual 
country report as requested by the Secretariat. 

8. Full members are liable for an annual membership fee of 
10,000 Yen or USD$100 to be paid between December 15 
and 31 for the membership fee of the following year, but the 
payment can be made in advance (remittance fee to be borne 
by the SWYAA). 

 
Article 7 
Associate membership: 

1. Alumni groups for the SWY program are permitted to register 
for the SWYAA International as an associate member. 

2. Associate members have the right to join the SWYAA 
International Representatives Network, but will not have 
voting rights at the VSIR. 

3. Associate members can receive limited official information 
related to the SWY program and the SWYAA International, 
which will be provided by the Secretariat. 

4. It is preferable for associate members to submit an annual 
country report and/or future activity plan. 

 
Article 8 
Former participants of non-member countries: 

1. Countries that have participated in the SWY program that do 
not have any form of alumni group will be considered as 
non-member countries. 

2. Individual former participants of the SWY program of 
non-member countries are eligible to receive information 
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related to the SWY program and the SWYAA International 
through SWY News (annual newsletter) and SWY-related 
mailing lists. 

 
Article 9 
List of full member countries and associate member countries shall be 
listed here after January 1, 2014. 
 
Article 10 
Annual country report: 

1. An annual country report is to be submitted by each SWYAA 
to the Secretariat by the end of January of each year. 

2. The format of this report must follow the template designated 
by the SWYAA International. 

3. The template for the annual country report shall be provided 
by the Secretariat in December. 

 
Article 11 

1. SWY News is published by the Cabinet Office, Government 
of Japan, and edited by IYEO. 

2. Each SWYAA should make an effort to contribute at least one 
article to the SWY News upon request. 

 

Chapter IV: SWYAA Global Assembly 
Article 12 
General guidelines: 

1. The SWYAA Global Assembly is hosted by the IYEO and the 
SWYAA International, and is co-hosted and coordinated by 
the SWYAA of the hosting country. 

2. The SWYAA Global Assembly takes place in conjunction 
with the Conference for Post-Program Activities. 

3. Any ex-PYs of the SWY program and IYEO members are 
eligible to participate in the SWYAA Global Assembly.  

 
Article 13 
Main purposes of the SWYAA Global Assembly are to: 

1. Provide an opportunity for ex-PYs of the SWY program, from 
various countries and different participating years to meet 
and; by sharing thoughts, strengthen their international 
alumni network; 

2. Provide opportunities for ex-PYs to learn about the culture 
and people of the hosting country; 

3. Provide opportunities to ex-PYs to be engaged in volunteer 
activities so that they can contribute to the society; 

4. Share information about post-program activities that are 
taking place around the world; and 

5. Revitalize the SWYAA by hosting or participating in the 
Global Assembly. 

 

Chapter V: Decision Making Body 
Article 14 

1. Voting Session for the SWYAA International Representatives 
(VSIR) is the highest decision making forum. 

2. VSIR shall basically take place at the SWYAA International 
Representatives Network. 

3. VSIR shall review and make recommendations or decisions 
about any matter addressed in the Charter. 

4. A decision at the VSIR shall be determined by a two-thirds of 
the votes of the member countries. 

5. Decisions made by the VSIR shall not violate the right of 
self-determination and independence of the SWYAA 
members. 

6. Each SWYAA shall designate the order of those who have 
voting rights, from the President to Vice President(s) and/or 
Secretary General, and inform the Secretariat upon registering 
to the SWYAA International, as well as updating the 
information in the annual country report. 

 

Chapter VI: The Secretariat 
Article 15 
General rules: 

1. The Secretariat shall execute the general affairs of the 
SWYAA International.  

2. The Secretariat shall be established in the IYEO. 
3. The Secretariat shall comprise a Secretary-General, a Deputy 

Secretary-General, and such staff as the Secretariat deems 
necessary.  

 
Article 16 
The duties of the Secretariat shall be as follows: 

1. To gather and disseminate information related to the SWY 
program and the SWYAA International; 

2. To collect the annual country reports of the member countries 
and take charge of documentation; and 

3. To manage financial affairs and make a financial report to the 
SWYAA International member countries once a year. 

 
Article 17 
Term of service: 

1. The Secretary General and the Deputy Secretary General 
must be former participants of the SWY program. 

2. The Secretary General and the Deputy Secretary General 
shall be approved by the SWYAA International at the VSIR. 

3. The Secretary General and the Deputy Secretary General 
shall hold their office for three years and they may be 
reappointed. 

 

Chapter VII: Financial Affairs 
Article 18 
General rules: 

1. The source of revenue of the SWYAA International shall be 
membership fees paid by the member countries and 
donations. 

2. Receiving donations, special revenue, and sponsorship from 
other sources will be considered by the Secretary General in 
order to confirm that there are no attached conditions or 
commitments that jeopardize the objectives of the SWYAA 
International. 

3. Revenue of the SWYAA International shall contribute to the 
expenses needed for the Secretariat. 

4. Revenue of the SWYAA International may contribute to the 
expenses for common activities of the SWYAA International 
upon approval by the VSIR.  

 
Article 19 
The fiscal year of the SWYAA International shall begin on January 1 
and end on December 31 of each year. 
 

Chapter VIII: Rules and Regulations 
Article 20 
The document on “Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR)” is an 
integral part of the SWYAA International Charter, and is annexed to 
this document. All changes to the IRR will necessitate a two-thirds 
vote of all full members.  
 
Miscellaneous Provisions  
Membership to the SWYAA International is not associated with a 
country’s invitation to the SWY program. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



SWYAA Activity Reports – Report from September 2012 to August 2013 
 

  Australia – SWY KIVA Project 
 
SWY AU AA has been strong and active, maintaining the SWY spirit 
and fostering SWY values. This is demonstrated by our efforts in 
engaging with the Japanese community in Australia, involvement in 
post program activities and holding the Annual General Meeting 
(AGM) on 23-25 August 2013 in Adelaide (South Australia). The 
AGM was held in collaboration with the Japan Australia Friendship 
Association (JAFA) as a way of sharing the SWY spirit amongst the 
local community in South Australia. Apart from the AGM, the SWY 
AU AA would also like to update you on the SWY KIVA Project and 
give an overview in a brief Q&A session. 
 
Q1: What is KIVA about? 
A1: KIVA can be described as a “non-profit organization with a 

mission to connect people through lending to alleviate poverty. 
Leveraging the internet and a worldwide network of microfinance 
institutions, Kiva lets individuals lend as little as $25 to help 
create opportunity around the world.” 
SWY AU AA members were instrumental founders who 
established the SWY KIVA project in 2011, lead by team captain 
Daniel Ednie (who is currently showcasing his talents in on 
national TV in China!!). We currently have over 30 members 
across the globe from Europe, Canada, USA, Japan and Australia 
involved in the team. You can find out more information here: 
http://www.kiva.org/team/ship_for_world_youth/members 

Q2: How is the SWY AU AA involved in KIVA? 
A2: The SWY AU AA aims perform 3 things as part of the SWY KIVA 

Project group (1) to promote Kiva locally in Australia, (2) link 
into the SWY Alumni Association KIVA Project group and (3) 
give a preference to provide loans in countries who have 
participated in SWY.  

 
Q3: What has happened since April 2013? 
A3: Since this information was presented at the SWY Tokyo 

Conference in April 2013, we had 28 team KIVA SWY Project 
members, which has now grown to 31 members (11% growth), we 
have increased total loans made from $16,700 to $22,075 (32% 
increase), we have also increased the total number of loans from 
542 to 723 (34% increase). 

 
So as you can see, a lot has happened in the last few months, but we 
need your support!! We are currently 88% of reaching a goal of 
lending $25,000 by the end of 2013. The distribution of all loans made 
grouped by region with Asia (33.89%), Africa (29.60%) and South 
America (18.25%) receiving the majority (over 81%) of all loans. 
Anyone can join, lead a local group, contribute and help. We look 
forward to hearing from you and having you onboard the team to 
spread the SWY spirit… wherever you are! 

   
Canada – East Coast Winter Reunion 

 
Who wants to be alone during the long, cold Canadian winter? It is 
very cold, and it snows a lot, but this past winter, we, Canadian 
ex-PYs, had a warm and cozy SWY-family time in the countryside 
east of Montreal. There were sixteen people, consisting of ex-PYs 
from SWY 13, 17, 18, 21, and 24 from Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, 
Peru, and Japan, plus some of our extended family.  
 
On the afternoon of January 19, 2013, we chose to brave the snow and 
icy roads. Despite the weather, we made it to our first destination, 
Balnea SPA resort, safely. We quickly put on our bathing suits and 
jumped into a big outdoor jacuzzi. It reminded us of the big grand bath 
on the ship. The beautiful Canadian nature scenes visible from the hot 
tub made us forget our daily stresses, and we enjoyed friendly 
conversation. From the spa, we headed to Louis Pierre Beauregard’s, 
the president of SWYAA Canada, chalet in the eastern township of 
Sutton, about 1 hour from Montreal. The chalet was huge and 
welcoming. There are 6 rooms, 3 bathrooms, and a big living room 
with a fireplace. In addition to that, it has stunning nature views of 
lakes and mountains.  
 
The next day, we went to Bromont ski resort near the chalet. Some of 
us skied and others snowboarded. It was the first time for Peruvian 
ex-PYs to ski, but thanks to Louis’s one-on-one coaching, they had a 
great time. We enjoyed hot cocoa whenever we felt tired and needed to 
rest at the restaurant at the base of the mountain. 
 

We went back to 
the chalet, 
freshened up, 
and began 
preparing dinner. 
Thanks to the 
leadership skills 
we acquired 
through SWY, 
everyone worked 
cooperatively 
and efficiently. 
We made salad and lasagna and all sat around a big dining table. We 
enjoyed good food with good friends just like we did on the ship. After 
dinner, DJ Louis started playing music, and everyone danced and had 
fun. An air-band was even formed! The Peruvian ex-PYs made pisco 
sour, and a few minutes later, the dining room was transformed into 
the piano/emerald lounge.  
 
The next morning, we woke up early and prepared breakfast. (There 
were a few people who couldn’t make it to the morning assembly. We 
should have designated someone as AGL!) We enjoyed a late breakfast, 
then around noon, everyone hit the road to go home. We really had a 
great time during this reunion, so we are going to make this an annual 
SWY Canada event. Of course, all ex-PYs are welcome! Come to 
Canada!!! It is awesome even in the winter! You will not regret it! 

   

 Egypt – Message for the Victims of the Great East Japan Earthquake 
 
EASWY was invited by Mr. Hideaki Yamamoto, Director of 
Information and Culture Center, the Japanese Embassy in Cairo, to 
deliver encouraging message to the people in the affected areas of the 
Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami, in the 12th JEN Open 
Salon Special to commemorate the second anniversary eve in the 
Embassy of Japan in Egypt on March 10, 2013. EASWY Message was 
read by Vitta Ibrahim (SWY14) and Samia Moussa (SWY6) along 
with speeches given by high level officials from Japan and Egypt. Amr 

Morad (SWY2), Amani Rabei (SWY6) and Norhan Diab (SWY24) 
honored us by carrying small EASWY Banner while reading EASWY 
Message. EASWY Message was very well received and attendees 
were really impressed. We were grateful to receive a “Thank You” 
from The Japanese Embassy for, what the Japanese Embassy 
described as “Wonderful EASWY Message.” 
 
The Head of Information & Culture Center, Embassy of Japan in 
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Egypt, after the 
event, sent a report 
on the 12th JEN 
Open Salon Special 
in commemoration 
of the 2nd 
Anniversary Eve of 
Great East Japan 
Earthquake and 
Tsunami of March 
11, 2011 through 
Japanese diplomatic 
channels to Japan 
and included EASWY Message that we read at the 12th JEN Open 
Salon. A hard copy of EASWY Message that was read at the 12th JEN 
Open Salon was delivered by Vitta Ibrahim, as representative of 
EASWY Managing Board in Tokyo Conference 2013 and was 
included in the box that the conference representatives brought to send 

some refreshments to the victims, as IYEO members were organizing 
“Café” events to ease their stress. We wrote in our message how we 
got to know Japan through the SWY program and who we are and 
what we did in 2011 and 2012 since we got to know about the drastic 
natural disasters that took place in Japan on March 11, 2011. 
 
The excerpts of EASWY Message Read at the Japanese Embassy:  
“…..This year, in 2013, we, the Egyptian Alumni Association for the 
Ship for World Youth, are here again at the Japanese Embassy in 
Cairo Commemorating the Second Anniversary Eve of the Great East 
Japan Earthquake and Tsunami of March 11, 2011 relaying the 
message and saying it over and over again “Always in our Heart 
Japan.” Even if these natural disasters have sadly changed the life of 
many of you in Japan, you are so much stronger and you’ll make it. 
WE’LL ALWAYS MAKE IT TOGETHER. We still remember you and 
you’ll always remain in our hearts.  Sincerely yours, 
The Egyptian Alumni Association for the Ship for the World Youth 
(EASWY)”

 

Greece – Environmental Awareness Campaign Actions 

 
SWYAA Greece participated in collaboration with the Ministry of 
Environment, the City of Athens authorities and the General 
Secretariat of Youth, in the environmental awareness campaign actions, 
organized in the frame of the World Environment Day 2013 on Sunday, 
June 9 from 18:00 to 21:30 at different points of Syntagma Square (the 
main square of Athens) and 
experienced a special evening with: 
- Environmental games,  
- Planting seeds workshop 
- Paper recycling workshop 
- Home composting workshop 
- Vegetable garden 
- Origami workshop 
- Inflatable recycling park  
- Interactive recycling games 
 

A hidden Treasure game was also organized in order to better acquaint 
the participants with the city and the urban environment. Athens 
Municipal Philharmonic Orchestra provided a music program while 
the Athletic Association of Thrakomakedon “Olympiada” performed a 
choreographed gymnastics show in the sounds of the “recycling song.” 

The day concluded with the screening of the documentary 
film HOME on a giant screen in Syntagma Square at 21:30. 
 
All actions were carried out with the invaluable help of Athens 
University, the Scouts of Greece, Environmental and cyclist 
Association of Kallithea, as well as the Association of 
Followers Athens 2004 Volunteers. Representatives of the 
Ministry for the Environment, the Mayor of Athens, the 
General Secretary of Youth and the Cultural Attaché of the 
Japanese Embassy in Athens Mrs. Emi Mashiko honored us 
with their presence. 

 
Japan (IYEO) – “IYEO Challenge Fund” 

 
In line with the IYEO aim for FY2013, “To develop people who can 
exercise leadership in the society,” the IYEO Challenge Fund scheme 
marks its third year since its introduction. The IYEO Challenge Fund 
aims to best utilize its manpower to contribute to the society and 
thereby make the organization more active. Applications are reviewed 
and selected by the board members two times a year, and each of the 
selected projects can receive up to 100,000 yen as a grant. For the first 
term of FY2013, seven applications were selected, two of which have 
been implemented. 
 
Care and Community Rehabilitation Training Workshop under the 
theme of “To brighten the future of nursing care in Japan - seen from 
perspectives abroad” was organized by Kagoshima IYEO on May 11, 
2013 at Kagoshima Prefectural Youth Hall. This workshop welcomed 
over 90 participants from various fields, and offered a keynote lecture, 
reports from former program participants and non-IYEO members, 
and group discussion. For the keynote lecture, Mr. Yoshikazu 
Yoshimoto, an ex-PY of the Young Core Leaders of Civil Society 
Groups Development (YCL) Program and physical therapist in Fukui 
Prefecture, spoke about how elderly people and people with 
disabilities can continue to live in communities, purposes of 
rehabilitation, how the care staff – the leading role in the field of 
nursing care – should be, and hopes and challenges for the super-aging 
society to come. The reports were made from ex-PYs of the YCL 
program who participated in different years, presenting on cases in the 
UK, Denmark, Germany and New Zealand. Other case presentations 
were also made on Australia and Kochi Prefecture of Japan by 
non-IYEO members. The group discussion was conducted only for a 
limited time and allowed participants to exchange their hopes and 

views freely. 
 
Seminar under the theme of “Aiming to Make People’s Late Life 
Meaningful” was organized by Preparatory Committee for the 
Establishment of Age Japan on July 27, 2013 at Academic Exchange 
Center, Niimi College, Okayama Prefecture. The seminar was 
conducted in two parts: “Exercise Prescription for the Elderly and the 
Outline of the Promotion of the Healthy Japan 21 (2nd)” and 
“Possibility of Introducing the Time Banking System in Niimi City.” 
The first part was conducted by the head of the preparatory committee 
and former YCL program participant, Mr. Toshiyuki Saito, lecturing 
and giving instructions on the daily exercises for the elderly and 
explaining about the national basic guidelines. In the second part, a 
presenter from the UK spoke about a case in which the time banking 
system was introduced successfully, and the need for a similar system 
to be implemented in Japan. A pilot project in a city like Niimi was 
encouraged. Altogether, 120 participants gathered for this seminar, 
including not only the elderly citizens but students and alumni 
studying about elder 
care. The seminar 
offered an 
opportunity for the 
different generations 
to learn and explore 
systems to support 
the elderly people’s 
meaningful life 
together. 



Turkey – Charity Fair 
 
Turkish Japanese Women Friendship and Culture Association 
organized a charity fair to raise money for Turkish students studying in 
Japan and Japanese students studying in Turkey on April 7. At the fair, 
several activities took place. There were also some stands where 
traditional Japanese food and drinks, costumes, jewelry, hand crafts, 
and china were sold. SWYAA Turkey also had a stand. Our alumni 
members Nihan Oral (SWY25), Mustafa Sar y lmaz (SWY24), Didem 
Tari (SWY22) and Gul Eksi (SWY12) volunteered to work at the 

stand. They sold traditional Japanese hand crafts and china which had 
been ordered from Japan. Everything was sold out in half an hour. 
Didem cooked “Takoyaki” and prepared “Matça” latte to be sold. The 
Embassy gave full support to the activities. The Ambassador’s wife, 
Ms. Tomoko Araki, also opened a stand. Our alumni members assisted 
her. As SWYAA Turkey we did an excellent job and raised about 
$1,000. It was a remarkable activity to introduce Japanese culture and 
provide financial support for the students. 

  Venezuela – EUSA Project 
 
In 2013 SWYAA Venezuela took part in a new volunteer international 
project together with five youth led organizations: European Platform 
for Youth Development (Romania), Aljaraque en Acción (Spain), 
Cardiff Youth Council (UK), ORPAS (Brazil) and OAJNU (Argentina). 
This project, called “EUSA - Encouraging Sustainable Action Through 
Unity,” is supported by the Youth in Action fund from European Union, 
and has as its main objective to create a comprehensive common 
action strategy that tackles the major global issue of stimulation of 
initiative and entrepreneurship amongst youth while spurring Latin 
America – European Union best practice exchange learning and 
cooperation. Three SWYAA volunteer Andreína Soto, Carlos Reséndiz 
and Johalis Ramírez, along with other 15 volunteers from the above 
mentioned countries participated in a Capacity Building session in 
Romania. The event seeks to strength the skills and abilities of all the 
participants and build interpersonal aptitudes.  
 

Job Shadowings were conducted in Europe and South America. 
SWYAA Venezuela hosted two volunteers Lucía Gómez and Cristian 
Thoma coming from Spain and Romania. During their stay, they 
research the current situation on youth entrepreneurship in Venezuela. 
SWYAA Venezuela organized institutional visits to a series on NGOs 
among them: Asociación de Jóvenes Empresarios de la Universidad 
Simón Bolívar (AJE USB), Asociación de las Naciones Unidas de 
Venezuela (ANUV), Superatec, Fundes, Grupo Social CESAP, 
Banauge and Opción Venezuela. The job shadowers also took part in 
SWYAA volunteer activities with Fundamusical (El Sistema), Doctor 
Yasso and SOS Aldeas Infantiles promoting cultural diversity and 
dialogue. A special visit was organized to elementary school EBE Luis 
Castro in Caraballeda, Vargas State. The volunteers prepared a series 
of activities for children ages 6-12 using non-formal education 
methods raising awareness on the importance of intercultural 
understanding. 

   

 Yemen – Certificate of Appreciation from the National Center of Blood Research 
 
On June 14, the international day of blood donation, the members of 
the Yemeni Ship for World Youth Alumni Association received a 
Certificate of Appreciation from the National Center of Blood 
Research, with a huge attendance of 6 national TV channels and 2 
Radio stations, Dr. Fawzi Bahakeem (Chief of the National Center of 
Blood Research), presented his deepest appreciation for the permanent 
support and dedication of the members of SWYAA, in a ceremony that 
included attendance of Government officials, diplomats, public 
audience and other local civil communities, the ceremony was 
sponsored by His Excellency Mr. Mohammed Basundowah (Prime 
Minister of Yemen). 
 

The National Center of Blood Research evaluated the contributions of 
the Alumni members toward improvement of the volunteer action and 
positive achievement regarding the regular blood donation activities 
that became known in the last 3 years. More than 15 thousands of 
patients are visiting the National Center of Blood Research every 
month, illnesses like leukemia and other blood cancer patients are 
being treated and handled in the center, such treating was possible 
because of the help of the collective work of local volunteer 
communities. Dr. Fawzi Bahakeem also expressed his hopes for the 
continuous support and effort of the Alumni members, and wished the 
success and prosperity to all members and their families. 
 

 

Updates from Ex-PYs 

 

 
 
SWYers joined Morioka Sansa Odori Festival 
Makiko Kojima (SWY21, Japan) 
Have you ever seen or heard about Sansa dance? There is a big festival 
called “Morioka Sansa Odori Festival” held in Morioka City, Iwate 
Prefecture, from August 1 through 4 every year. Over 10,000 taiko 
drummers and dancers parade through the city. Sansa is one of the 
Five Great Festivals of Tohoku, and even listed in the Guinness Book 
of Records as the largest taiko drum festival in the world. It has also 
been performed on board in some SWY programs, so some of you 
might have seen and enjoyed it. 
 
Recent years, especially after SWY21, some ex-PYs from different 
batches have joined this festival in summer. In 2013, 24 ex-PYs from 
SWY21, 22 and 23, as well as one new PY of Global Leaders 
Development program, joined the Sansa parade wearing SWY T-shirts. 
Thanks to the intensive lesson by our teacher Masami-san (SWY18), 
who leads a big Sansa team called “Kato Family,” we could somehow 
master the dance (roughly) in one-hour practice. During about 40 
minutes of the parade, we really enjoyed dancing and we also tried our 
best especially to show our big smiles and cheeriness to the spectators. 
We were so happy and satisfied when we reached the goal. It was such 
an exciting and amazing experience! 

Other than joining the festival, we had a chance to visit Nishi-Waga 
Town, where Naoyuki Takahashi (SWY22) works as a public 
employee. We learned the lifestyle of local people there and enjoyed 
local cuisine such as wild plants and fresh milk. The next day of the 
festival, Akiko Abe (SWY21) organized a bus tour to the coastal area. 
After having nice seafood for lunch, we enjoyed breathtaking view of 
Sanriku Coast from a small boat called “Sappa Boat.” That area was 
hit by tsunami on Great East Japan Earthquake, but it seemed that the 
reconstruction is progressing step by step. It was a great weekend like 
a dream with lots of laughter of SWY friends. It was also a good 
opportunity to broaden the SWY network and deepen our relationships 
between different batches. We do thank the members of Iwate IYEO 
who organized 
this wonderful 
trip. We hope 
to join the 
Sansa Odori 
Festival next 
summer again. 
Why don’t you 
join us?? 
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Cross Cultural Training Camp 
Satoshi Kamoi (SWY22, Japan) 
On January 12 and 13, I organized a “Cross Cultural Training Camp” 
at Aomori Minami High School where I work as a teacher. I called for 
ex-PYs to join the program through the SWY22 mailing list, and 12 
ex-PYs came to my school. On the first day, we had a panel discussion 
about studying and working abroad. After that, I divided the students 
and ex-PYs into letter groups and had the students ask questions and 
discuss with the ex-PYs. Later, we had a presentation about the SWY 
program, played a “Trading game,” ate dinner in groups, followed by 
an English game as refreshment. Musab from UAE and Hani from 
Yemen prayed while being observed by my students. It was the very 
first time for the students to see Muslims pray that it must have had a 
big impact on them. The students and ex-PYs talked about their life, 
hobbies, culture, SWY, and their dreams until the sun rose. 
 
On the second day, we did a workshop called, “If the world were a 
village of 100 people.” Students learned about how unequal the world 
was through the game. When it came time to say good bye, there was 

no “ice” between the students and ex-PYs which had existed at the 
beginning of this program. Each letter group was like one family as I 
had seen during the last moments of the SWY22 program.  
 
A few months later, I had a chance to talk with one of my students’ 
mother. She said that her daughter had called her while she was on her 
way home. At the beginning of the call, the mother couldn’t 
understand what her daughter was saying because she was crying. The 
mother was worried and asked, “Are you OK?” The student said to her 
mother, “It was the BEST DAY EVER.” It was not easy to organize 
such an event in a public high school, 
but those memories made me convinced 
that I did something very special for my 
students. I am very grateful to the 
ex-PYs who donated their time, came to 
our school, and helped to create special 
memories with my students and me. I 
hope I can host another camp in the near 
future. 

 

Kazan Universiade 2013 
Elvira Fattakhova (SWY24, Russia) 
I am happy and proud to say that I 
volunteered at the Universiade 2013 in 
Kazan, this fascinating festival of youth, 
sport and friendship. The Universiade is 
the world’s largest by participation 
multi-sport event after the Olympics 
organized especially for student athletes. 
 
The 27th Summer Universiade was held in Kazan, Russia, between 
July 6 and 17. Kazan Universiade turned out to be the best and largest 
in the history of the World University Games and set records in the 
number of participants (11,778 people), participating countries (162), 
sports on the program (27), medal events (351), visitors and tourists, 
spectators who attended sporting events (about 800,000), as well as 
the number of TV viewers. The largest national teams were from 
Russia, Ukraine, the U.S., Poland, Japan and China. Russia’s medal 
harvest amounts to the all-time record number of medals at the 

University Games (292: 155 gold, 75 silver and 62 bronze).  
 
The Opening Ceremony of the Universiade was breathtaking. It was a 
combination of art and technology which resulted to the most 
awesome show I have ever seen. There was even a message from three 
Russian astronauts from the International Space Centre for the athletes. 
How cool is that?! The Universiade brought together 20,000 
volunteers from 35 regions of the Russian Federation and 24 countries 
of the world. The volunteers were engaged in more than 40 different 
activities and everyone had a blast at the Universiade, no doubt. Many 
of them are already planning to volunteer at the Sochi Winter 
Olympics in 2014, Universiades in Gwangju, Korea (2015), and Taipei, 
Taiwan (2017). And there is even more for those willing – Winter 
Universiades take place every two years as well. Kazan was named the 
Sports Capital of Russia long ago and the city has definitely proved to 
be one. In 2015 Kazan is hosting the FINA World Aquatics 
Championships and the FIFA World Cup in 2018. I am sure there will 
be a call for volunteers again and if you are interested in Games 
Making, welcome to Russia, welcome to Kazan! 

 
This is not a fairytale. This is real life. 
Veronica Ixtla Garcia (SWY25, Mexico) 
Once upon a time in a faraway kingdom a baby girl was born. Her 
name was Non-Profit Organization, but because that was a very long 
name for a child, everybody in the town called her NPO. As time went 
by, NPO grew up into a healthy, beautiful lady, full of energy and 
loved by all the citizens because her amazing heart, always willing to 
help others and promoting social causes in favor of the entire 
community. The people who lived in the kingdom felt they were very 
lucky, because they barely experienced any problem in their society 
and they all lived happy and comfortable. One day, good fortune 
vanished when an unknown sickness attacked the entire town. All the 
population became ill from weird and different diseases: a woman lost 
her memory and forgot how to write or read, an old man caught a cold 
and did not have enough money to afford the medicines, a young mom 
lost her baby giving birth, starving kids invaded the streets crying for 
food, the rivers were poisoned and the fishes dead. The list went on 
and on…full of miseries and the entire town claimed for a help.  
Only one person remained healthy and full of energy, NPO.  
 
When she realized what had happened, she advised that no matter how 
hard she tried to solve this situation, this was going to be a very 
difficult job and she would not be able to accomplish it alone. She had 
to ask for extra help, but who could possibly lend a hand to the only 
hero in the kingdom? Maybe it is time to get on Facebook, she 
thought.  
 
This is not a fairytale. This is real life. The United Nations lists: lack 
of education, diseases, child mortality, maternal health, environmental 
sustainability, global partnership, gender equality, poverty and hunger 
as part of the problems that need to be solved in order to have a better 

world. Even when there are thousands of NPOs willing to help people 
in need, sometimes they need and extra hand from the society: 
fundraising, food donations, legal assistance, counseling, volunteers... 
 
What if we had a network where to connect all the NPOs we know, 
with the available resources we SWYers know? SWY25 Mexico has 
just launched a social project named NetVinc to increase connection 
and linkage between NPOs and other type of organizations (donors, 
businesses, volunteers). We want to increase awareness and promote 
the different NPOs around the world, because even super heroes need 
and extra hand. Join us: https://www.facebook.com/netvincmexico 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gossip Corner from EASWY (Egypt) 
 Mohamed Abdel Meguid (Gido, SWY16) is now living in Okinawa. 
 Ahmed Samir (SWY24) moved to USA to have his CPA Exam. 
 Hany Abdul Wahab (SWY14) got promoted as the World Director of the 

Youth Program in the World Organization of the Scout Movement & moved to 
Geneva. 

 Ahmed Seddik (SWY14) visited Osaka and Tokyo. 
 Ahmed Mamdouh (SWY21) got married. 
 Mohamed Selim (SWY21) got a new baby girl. 
 Dalia Younes (SWY24) became a Volunteer as Presenter and Editor in an 

internet radio called Radio Resala. 
 Rabab El Menoufi (SWY24) travelled to Spain and Venezuela and stayed with 

ex-PYs from both delegations from SWY24.  
 Rania Mourad (SWY19) appointed as member of the curating committee in 

“Societe Des Amis De L’Art,” one of the oldest Egyptian organizations related 
to modern art started 1922. 

 Sally Mohsen (SWY21) is Cofounder of Egypt Foundation for Youth and 
Development 

 Egyptian SWY6 ex-PYs started to brainstorm and prepare for celebration of 
the SWY6, 20th Anniversary. Stay tuned!! 
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Panel discussion by the six presenters 
at the International Conference for 
Post-Program Activities 

H.H. Shaikh Nasser bin Hamad Al Khalifa, Supreme Council 
for Youth and Sports chairman attends the Opening Ceremony. 

All the participants assemble in front of the Bahrain Fort 

 

 
 

Don’t forget… 
When you move, please inform your 
contact details including your name, 
country, batch, address, phone, fax 
& e-mail to the following two places.
1. To your local SWYAA President 
2. To IYEO e-mail address:  

swyaa@iyeo.or.jp

  

 

 

Quick report from 
7th GA Peru 2013!! 

 All the participants at the ruins of 

Pachacamac 

     

Each country make an activity report at the 

Conference for Post-Program Activities 

Participants listen to the 
explanation about the outline of 
Islam at Al Fateh Mosque. 

Some of the participants visit Muharraq 
Elderly Care Center for the institutional 
visit. 
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